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<A$- 0:A- #- L$ 
The Cuckoo of Awareness 
 

J- !A- .0=- IA- .0=, 
Svasti. dpal gyi dpal 
Salutation!   Supreme Abundance! 

2&R3- w/- :.?, !/- .- 29%- 0R,  

bcom ldan ‘das/ kun tu bzang po 
Homage to the Transcendent Victorious Samantabhadra’s 
{- $?%- ,$?- h R- eJ- 2.J- 2- (J/- 0R- =-K$- :5=- = R,, 
sku gsungs thugs rdo rje  bde ba chen po la phyag ‘tshal lo. 
vajra body, speech and mind of great bliss. 
 
 

$- 5S$?- <%- 28A/- MA- $*A?- G%, 
sna tshogs rang bzhin myi gnyis kyang 
The intrinsic nature of Variety is non-dual, but 
 

(- >?- *A.- .- 3R?- .%- V=, 
cha shas nyid du spros dang bral 
Particularity is free from complexity. 
 

)A- 28A/- 2- 8J?- MA- g R$- G%, 
ji bzhin pa zhes myi rtog kyang 
Suchness is non-conceptual, but 
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i3- 0<- $%- 36.- !/- .- 29%, 
rnam par snang mdzad kun tu bzang 
Samantabhadra is apparent in forms. 
 
 

9A/- 0?- lR=- 2:A- /.- %%- +J, 
zin pas rtsol ba’i nad spangs te 
Having abandoned the malaise of striving, since one already has it, 
 

z/- GA?- $/?- 0?- $8$- 0- ;A/,, 
lhun gyis gnas pas gzhag pa yin. 
through being spontaneously present, one leaves it as it is. 
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(Commentary) 
 

.J- =- i=- LR<- !/- GA- $4S- 2R- /A, .0=- h R- eJ- ?J3?- .0:- :R- 8J?, o.- 

3,:- .$- =?- P$?- /, :.A<- !/- .- 29%- 0R- $4S<- (R?- 0, .R/- GA- 

.2%- $%- =?- .$R%- > J- /, .J- /A- 212- 0:A- 3,:- .%- 12- 0:A- HJ.- 0<- 

.$- G%- $?%- 2<- 28J.- =, :.A- /A- .J- v- 2- $%- ;%- MA- 12- 0?, .R/- 

GAA- .2%- :. A- 2l/- 0<- L?- /, !/- .- 29%- 0R- /A- .J:A- ;%- eJ- 24/- .- 

:R?- 0<, <A$- 0- f J.- 0- .$- =- > A/- .- $?=- =R, .J- =- .0=- IA- .0=- 

8J?- L- 2- =, ,3?- (.- .- = J$?- 0- .A/- 2- /A- .0=- ;A/- =, .J- ;%- 

2l=- 2- MJ.- 0<- z/- GA?- P2- 0- *A.- .- !R/- 0- /A, .J:A- ;%- .0=- 8J?- 

L- :R, 2&R3- w/- :.?- 8J?- L- 2- /A, :.- :V=- MJ.- 0:A- $9%?- .%- 

w/- 0:A- .R/- +R, !/- .- 29%- 0R- 8J?- L- 2- /A, :P J- = R$- ,A:- 5$?- $<- 

:P J?- G%, ~A%- 0R:C- .R/- =?- MA- :.:- 2:A- KA<- <R, {- $?%- ,$?- hR- eJ- 

8J?- L- 2- /A, MA- $*A?- 0:A- ,J$- 0?- #3?- $?3- =?- % J?- 0<- :L%- 2- 
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=- L- :R, 2.J- 2- (J/- 0R- 8J?- L- 2- / A, )A- 28A/- 2:A- <R- MR%- 2:A- 2.$- *A.- 

.R, K$- :5=- = R- 8J?- L- 2- /A, .J:A- [%- .- %%- $A?- $/?- 0- =- L:R, 

.J:A- 5=- /A, $- 5S$?- <%- 28A/- MA- $*A?- G%, 8J?- L- 2- =- )R$?- 0:A- 

5B$?- ?- 2&.- 0- :. A- .$- $A?- 2!/- +J, $- 5S$?- <%- 28A/- MA- $*A?- 

G%- 8J?- L- 2- =, *R/- .%- ;R/- +/- =- )R$?- 0- 2~.- 0:A- (R?- 3,:- 

.$- /A- $- 5S$?- +J, .J- .$- G%- 3*3- 2- * A.- GA- ~A%- 0R- =, <%- 28A/- ,- 

MA- ..- . R, 8J?- 2!/- +J, :R- /- $- 5S$?- ,- MA- ..- 0- *A.- G%, /3- 

3#:- =- (- >?- ?- $?J- 2- .%- :S- 2<, MA- :I<- <3- 8J- /, .J- ;%- ~A%- 

0R:C- .R/- =- MA- YA.- 0:A- KA<, (- >?- *A.- .- 3R?- .%- V=- 8J?- 2eR.- 0- 

;A/- +J, 5B$- $A?- 35S/- 0:A- =3- .J- 43- ;%- <2- .- /2- 0?, 3R?- 0- 

.%- V=- = R- 8J?- L- 2:A- .R/- +R, )A- 28A/- 2- 8J?- MA- g R$- G%- 8J?- L- 2- =, 

$R%- .- 2!/- 0:A- .R/- /A, )A- 28A/- 2- 8J?- L- :R, MA- g R$- &J?- L- 2- / A, .J- 

=- ;%- $/?- MA- LJ.- .R, 8J?- L- 2:A- ,- 5B$- $R, :R- /- ;R%- = J$?- 0- 
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,3?- (.- *J.- 0:A- $8A<- I<.- 0- /A, .J- ;A/- /R- 8J?, ;%- .$- 0:A- 

2!<- ,3?- (.- =?- 3% R/- .- ,R?- /, .J- =- ;%- MA- $/?- /, (J- 2:A- 

;R/- +/- ,3?- (.- GA- KR$?- &A- ;%- MA- :L%- 2- .$- .- MA- :I<- <3- 8J- /, 

)A- 28A/- 2- =- /A- g R$- 0- MJ.- 0:A- KA<, :.R.- G%- $/?- 0:A- YA.- 0- MJ.- 

.R, :R/- G%- (J- 2:A- ;R/- +/- IA- KR$?- ;R%- MJ.- 0- 3- ;A/- 2:A- KA<, i3- 

0<- $%- 36.- !/- .- 29%- 8J?- 2eR.- 0- ;A/- +J, i3- 0- $- 5S$?- 0<- 

$%- 2<- 36.- 0- *A., )A- 28A/- 2- *A.- ;A/- 2?,  $.R.- .L%- ;%- MA- 

.$R?- +J, ;J- /?- ~A%- 0R:C- <R=- 0- (J- 2:A- ;R/- +/- = J$?- 0- 3,:- .$- 

mR$?- 9A/- /R, 8J?- L- 2:A- .R/- +R, 9A/- 0?- lR=- 2:A- /.- %%?- 0- +J, 

z/- GA?- $/?- 0?- $8$- 0- ;A/, 8J?- L- 2- =, 9A/- 0- 8J?- L- 2- / A, 

:.R.- 0- ,3?- (.- .- v<- mR$?- 9A/- 0:A- +R/- +J, L?- 9A/- 0- =, $.R.- 

lR=- 2- /A, <%- *A.- (A- (.- 0:A- /.- .- 9.- 0?, lR=- 2:A- /.-%%?- 0- 

+J- 8J?- L:R, .J- 2?- /- .$R?- 0- 3,:- .$- 3- $* J<- G%, z/- GA?- P2- 
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9A/- 0?, z/- GA?- $/?- 0- 8J?- L- ?+ J, L- 2- MJ.- 0:A- KA<, )A- 28A/- 

2:A- %%- =?- MA- $;R- 2<- $8$- 0- ;A/- +J, $9:- $+.- GA- lR=- 12- MJ.- 

.R- 8J?- L- 2:A- .R/- +R, :.A:A- ,A- .R/- /A, .0=- !/- .- 29%- 0R- 2.J- 2- 

(J/- 0R- mR$?- 0:A- 5=- 8J?- L:R, $&J?- MA- $&J?- GA- 35/- 3- ,3?- (.- 

$+R%- 2<- .%- .- = J/- 0<- /?- 0- /A, /%- $A- 2..- lA- (J/- 0R- 8J?- L- !J, 

MA- = J/- 0:A- L%- (2- = J/- 0:A- ,2?- .3- 0- ;A/- 0:A- KA<, )A- 28A/- 2:A- 

=%- =- $/?- 0:A- .?- /, ,R.- 0:A- .3- 5B$- G%- z/- GA?- P2- 0- *A.- .- 

5%- 2<- $/?- +J, 21=- 2- ;%- .% R?- 0R:C- (R?- i3?, :)A$- 0:A- 

,2?- GA- $4S- 2R- ;A/- +J, :.A- /- .% R?- 0R- MA%- 43- ;%- <2- .- /2- 0?, 

1R=- 2- ,2?- GA- $4S- 2R<- I<.- 0:A- KA<, 1R=- 2- z/- GA?- P2- 0<- 

$/?- ?R, .R<- 2- / A- :.- :V=- MJ.- 0:A- .LA%?- =- L- !J, :.- :V=- IA- 

MA%- ;%- MJ.- 0?, $9%?- GA- o=- 3R- .%- o/- MA- :(.- 0<- .R<- <R, :.A- 

=?- :)A$- g J/- .%- :)A$- g J/- =?- :.?- 0:A- (R?- ,3?- (., 2$/- 0- 
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MJ.- 0<- $/?- + J, 3- LA/- ;%- ,3?- (.- ;R.- 0?, 3- LA/- 2<- \%?- 0- 

8J?- L- :R, 2m/- .- 5- 2- /A, .R/- .%- 3- :VJ=- 0:A- 5B$- =- L- !J, $9:- 

$+.- GA- .R/- ,3?- (.- .%, $9:- 2- MJ.- 0:A- .R/- :.A<- $R=- 2?, 

2m/- .- 5- 2- 8J?- L- :R, .J- v<- ,- 5 B$- i3- 28A- ;%- z/- GA?- P2- 0- 

*A.- .- $/?- + J, *J- :P A2- GA- {2?- MJ.- .R, .J- =- /A, MA- %%- 2:A- .3- 

5B$- i3- 0- s- ;%, $R%- 3- *A.- .- :.?- +J, 8J- #%- /A- 1R=- 2<- :.?, 

:.R.- ($?- /A- .R<- 2<- :.?, $+A- 3$- /A- <A$- > J?- GA- ,R.- ;=- =?- 

:.?- 0- =- L- !J, 2.$- *A.- (J/- 0R- :.A- =- <A$- > J?- 4- ;%- MJ.- 0?, 

$+A- 3$- &J?- L, %- o=- /A- :I<- 2- MJ.- 0:A- .R/- =- L- !J, % J?- 0- (J/- 

0R:C- 2.$- *A.- =- :I<- 2- MJ.- .J, (J- 2:A- <%- 28A/- =?- MA- :.:- 2:A- 

KA<- <R, U$- .R$- /A-$R.- 3- ;A/- 2- i3?- =- 2!/- G%- MA- > J?- +J, = J$?- 

0:A- ;R/- +/- (J- ;%- ??- G%- MA- > J?- 0?, <%- 28A/- IA?- $?%- 2- (J/- 

0R- ;A/- 0:A- KA<- <R,, .R/- 28A- =, K$- :5=- 2- .%, 2eR.- 0- .%- V=- 
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2:A- L%- (2- GA- ?J3?- z/- GA?- P2- 0?, 2*J.- mR$?- L- MA- .$R?- 0<- 

.GA=- :#R<- $.R/- 0, z/- GA?- $/?- 0- =- 3- 2& R?- 0<- $/?- 0- :R,, 

<A$- 0:A- #- L$- /A- .0J, <A$- LJ.- $%- 2:A- o/- /A- .R/, h R- eJ- 5B$- S$- /A- 

P%?,, ,, i=- :LR<- IA- v- ,R.- mR$?- 0- (J/- 0R:C- 5=, <A$- 0:A- #- 

L$- $A- .R/- ;A.- =- 2i$- 0<- L- :R, .J- =- $%- 9$- $A- ]R:A- <A3- 0- /A, 

2?3- IA?- MA- H2- 0?, (R?- GA- |R- ;%, .J- .%- 3,/- 2<- S%- 2:A- .R/- 

.- 3%- .- $?%?- GA?- G%, % J?- 0:A- .R/- ]R- 3(R$- .%- w/- 0- =, ;%- 

.$- 0:A- 3/- %$- .- L- /, (R?- *A.- /A- $.R.- 3- /?- 3- $?%?- 0:A- KA<, 

o- nJ/- IA?- .2J/- =, !/- .- 29%- 0R:C- v- ,R.- /A, :P R- 2- !/- =- 9A/- 

0:A- (R?- *A.- ;A/- 2?, .- $9R.- lR=- 8A%- L- 2- .%- V=- 2- ;A/- /R, .J- v- 

2?- /- ;J- /?- 9A/- 0:A- (R?- =, MA- 2l=- 2<- $8$- 0- /- A.% R?- P2,   

$%- ;%- 3- %%?- 0- / A- .3- 5B$, ;R%?- ?- $9%- 2- MJ.- 0- /A,  3(R.- .A/- 
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;A/- +J, .R/- :.A- $?3- =- $/?- /, i=- :LR<- ;A/- /R- 8J?, !/- .- 

29%- 0R- $?%, 
AA- BA- m R$?- JR- @,, 
 
 
Commentary on the Cuckoo of Awareness 
 
[Word-by-word commentary] 
 
Since "the Lord of all Yogas is Glorious Vajrasattva", renowned in all the Tantras, yet 
here Samantabhadra is called the Lord, one may ask what you think it signifies.  
Accepting that that is said of goals to be accomplished and particular aspects of 
accomplishment, but because this does not accomplish any such goal, the full 
significance of this is that it is very clear to those who find Awareness that 
Samantabhadra is even more worthy of veneration. 
 
Regarding "Supreme Abundance"; "abundance" is bestowing good things to all, but 
displaying this without effort, in the state of spontaneous accomplishment, is said to 
be even greater abundance. 
 
"Transcendent Victorious" means one endowed with a Consort free of joining or 
separation. 
 
"Samantabhadra" means that whichever way his form revolves he never goes beyond 
the essential point. 
 
"Vajra body, speech and mind" means perfect emergence from the Three Realms 
through the Vehicle of Non-duality. 
 
"Great Bliss" is the experiential essence of the flavour of "Suchness", and 
"Homage" refers to abiding in that state's vast expanse. The method of this is shown 
in the verses "The intrinsic nature of variety is non-dual", and so on. 
 
As for "The intrinsic nature of variety is non-dual" - all defects, good qualities, and so 
on; all phenomena on the relative level are "Variety".  But "in their essential sameness 
.they are non-differentiable," it is taught.  You may ask, "In that case, is non-
differentiated Variety not like dividing up space into pieces?"  But since that is, 
essentially, impossible, the text says: "Particularity is free from complexity".  Since 
the method of verbal exposition only totally obscures this, that is the meaning of 
"Particularity is free from complexity". 
 
"Suchness is non-conceptual"- the meaning explained above is "Suchness". "Non-
conceptual" signifies "not acting to abide in it".  You may ask, " Well, then, since one 
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actually learns in all correct teachings that 'That is the Basis for the development of all 
good things', if one does not abide in it, would it not come about that not a single facet 
of Greatness' good qualities could arise?"  Since there is, in Suchness, no 
conceptuality, even if one wished to, abiding in it is impossible.  Nevertheless, 
because it is not the case that facets of Greatness' good qualities are completely non-
existent, the text says "Samantabhadra is apparent in forms" 
 
Since that which creates the appearance of forms in their variety is "Suchness", this 
means that all the good qualities of Greatness, the display of the primordial essence, 
present from the beginning, and not lacking, are already complete. 
 
Regarding "Having abandoned the malaise of striving, since one already has it, 
through being spontaneously present, one leaves it as it is" - "already has it" means 
that all wishes are already, now, fulfilled.  Because striving for something that is 
already done exhausts one in a character-destroying malaise, therefore the text says: 
"having abandoned the malaise of striving".  Therefore, since all one's needs, even 
without trying, are already spontaneously accomplished, it is called "being 
spontaneously present", and since there is nothing to be done, one leaves it as it is, not 
wavering from the state of Suchness. This means "there is no striving or effort 
towards a goal". 
 
 
[General Commentary] 
The general meaning of this is known as "The Method of Perfection of Glorious 
Samantabhadra, Great Bliss". 
 
The power voluntarily to let go of all notions of importance or non-importance is 
known as "the great inner nectar", since it is the excellent method for taking untaken 
Enlightenment. 
 
At the time when one abides in the Instruction of Suchness, the Samaya of Conduct is 
also to be completely established in the state of Spontaneous Accomplishment. 
 
Liberation is the principal method of eliminating material things, and so, since in this 
teaching even the word "matter" is completely eclipsed, it is the principal method of 
Liberation, and Liberation remains spontaneously accomplished. 
 
Union should be performed in the sphere free of either joining or separation, and since 
not even the words "joining" or "separation" are present, one is in continuous union 
with the Queen of Consorts. 
 
Since, from this, all mundane and transmundane phenomena abide, without any 
additions, and are present even though not given, it is called "taking what is not 
given". 
 
Telling falsehoods means words unconnected to the true meaning, and since all fixed 
references deviate from this meaning that has no reference, they are called "telling 
falsehoods".   
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In this way, the Four Vows are also present in the state of Spontaneous 
Accomplishment, and there is no occasion for development in or decrease of them.   
In this regard, the Five Samayas concerning what should not be renounced are also 
contained in the above.  Anger is contained within Liberation.  Desire is contained 
within Union.  Ignorance means that which goes beyond the field of intellect, and 
since in this Great Self there is not the slightest Intellect, it is called "ignorance". 
Pride signifies something that is without alteration, and there is no alteration to the 
Self of Great Certainty, since it never goes beyond its natural Greatness.  As for 
jealousy - even if taught, unsuitable people do not understand, and even though their 
good qualities are great, nobody knows them, because by their nature they are a great 
secret. 
 
The Four Points are:  the Homage; by the spontaneous accomplishment  of the 
unutterable Enlightened Mind, the spontaneous presence of the practice of the 
mandala, without need of creation or completion stages, in which presence one abides 
without contriving anything. 
 
The Cuckoo of Awareness is the metaphor; the Ornament that elicits Awareness is the 
meaning; the Six Vajra Words are the number. 
 
Reflect upon the View and Conduct of Yoga, the method of the Great Perfection, the 
meaning of the Cuckoo of Awareness. 
 
In this respect, since the grades of individuals' intelligence are impossible to conceive 
of, so also the entry to the Dharma is, accordingly, taught to many as the Provisional 
Meaning.  But the Ultimate Meaning should be taught to those of superior intellect in 
correct Pith Instructions, for Reality itself has never been uttered from the beginning. 
Devoid of cause or condition, since the View and Conduct of Samantabhadra are the 
Reality inherent in all beings, henceforth they are free of striving and effort.  
Therefore, effortless letting-be in this primordially-possessed Dharma is the Siddhi.  
Not renouncing anything is the Samaya.  Not grasping anything whatsoever is the 
Offering.  "If you abide by these three principles, that is Yoga".  The words of 
Samantabhadra [are concluded] 
 
 
 


